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ABSTRACT
Continuing Education represents the totality of learning pro-
cesses thanks to which people enrich their knowledge and
personal skills or orient their personal qualifications on the
basis of individual needs and those of society. The SUPSI
(Scuola Universitaria della Svizzera Italiana) offers continu-
ing education courses for the upgrading, improvement, and
specialization of professionals throughout their careers (life
long learning) in the fields of construction, energy and envi-
ronment, design, engineering, teacher training, health, man-
agement, tax law, social sciences, music and theater. The
SUPSI Continuing Education website (http://www.supsi.
ch/fc/corsi.html) gives to its users the opportunity to reg-
ister their profile, indicate their areas of interest, and view
the courses attended in the past. The number of courses of-
fered is huge and this leads to a difficult choice for the users.
For this reason it would be useful that the site could recom-
mend relevant courses for every user in a personalized way.
In this paper we propose a hybrid recommender system that
combines a network-based and a content-based method and
we applied it to the SUPSI Continuing Education Database.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the web has undergone a tremendous growth
regarding both content and users. This has lead to the so-
called “information overload” problem in which people find
increasingly difficult to locate the most useful information
at the right time. Recommender systems have been devel-
oped to address this problem, by guiding users through the
big ocean of information. Until now, recommender systems
have been extensively used within e-commerce and commu-
nities where items like movies, music, and articles are rec-
ommended.
Technology enhanced learning (TEL) aims to design, de-
velop, and test sociotechnical innovations that will support
and enhance learning practices of both individuals and or-
ganisations. It is therefore an application domain that gen-
erally covers technologies that support all forms of teaching
and learning activities. As in any other field where there

is a massive increase in product variety, in TEL there is
also a need for better findability of (mainly digital) learning
resources. During the past few years, numerous reposito-
ries with digital learning resources have been set up [1]. In
this plethora of online learning resources available, all user
groups of TEL systems can benefit from services that help
them identify suitable learning resources from a potentially
overwhelming variety of choices. As a consequence, the con-
cept of recommender systems has already appeared in TEL.
Different from buying products, learning is an effort that of-
ten takes more time and interactions compared to a commer-
cial transaction. In this respect, there is a need to identify
the particularities of TEL recommender systems, in order to
elaborate on methods for their systematic design, develop-
ment and evaluation. The aim of the present paper is the de-
velopment of a recommender system able to suggest learning
resources to the learners of the SUPSI (Scuola Universitaria
Professionale della Svizzera Italiana). The SUPSI offers con-
tinuing education courses for upgrading, improvement, and
specialization of professionals throughout their careers (life-
long learning). In addition to courses addressed to profes-
sionals, the training activities organized by SUPSI also ad-
dresses to companies, institutions, organizations or associa-
tions that are looking for competent partnerships to enrich
their experience in continuing education, training internal
or specific consultancy. The experience and the wealth of
knowledge accumulated by SUPSI thanks to the bachelor,
master, and especially research, guarantee a high quality of
training and its constant update. The new SUPSI Contin-
uing Education Website gives to its users the opportunity
to register their profile, indicate their areas of interest, and
view the courses attended in the past. A snapshot of the
search engine is reported in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A snapshot of the SUPSI search engine
for the continuing education courses.



The number of courses offered is huge and this leads to a dif-
ficult choice for the users. The ability to recommend courses
in a personalized way should resolve this conflict. In this re-
gard there are different approaches:

1. Content-based: Recommended items (courses) to a
user are similar to items rated (attended) by that user
in the past. Note: ratings from other users are not
taken into account [2, 3, 4, 5].

2. Collaborative filtering: Items rated by similar users
(similar in terms of preferences and tastes) are recom-
mended. Note: ratings from other users are taken into
account [6, 7, 8, 9].

3. Spectral based methods [10, 11, 12] .

4. Network based methods: new methods inspired from
diffusion models in physics [13, 14, 15].

To achieve this objective the Laboratory for Web Science
(LWS) of the Swiss University of Applied Science (FFHS)
developed an algorithm for personalized courses recommen-
dations which will be described in the following sections.

2. THE CONTINUING EDUCATION
DATABASE

2.1 Database Structure
The structure of the SUPSI Continuing Education Database
is depicted in Fig. 2. At present the database contains 10738
users and 2317 courses. Each user represents an entry in the
“Persons“ table. Additionally the user can indicate her/his
areas of interest (”Person-Interest“ table) like Informatics,
Sociology, etc. All the courses are listed in the ”Courses’
List“ table. This table contains both current and old courses
with their features like description, price, etc. The ”At-
tended Courses“ tables keeps track of the courses attended
by each user and the ”Current Courses“ table lists the avail-
able courses like new courses or courses active in the current
semester (see Fig. 2). The user/courses matrix used as input
for the recommendation system (see Section 4) was calcu-
lated using the table ”Attended Courses“. The rows are rep-
resented by the ”IDPersona“ (i.e., user ID) entries while the
columns are represented by the ”iddidattico“ (i.e., course ID)
entries. Many users attended only one course (see Tabs. 1,2)
leading to a user/courses matrix density of ∼ 10−4.

users(>1) 5095 47.45 %
users(≥3) 2547 23.72 %
users(≥5) 1698 15.81 %
users(≥10) 804 7.49 %

Table 1: Persons that attended a determined num-
ber of courses.

course(>1) 2173 93.79 %
course(≥3) 1998 86.23 %
course(≥5) 1847 79.72 %
course(≥10) 1488 64.22 %

Table 2: Courses attended by a determined number
of persons.

Figure 2: Structure of the Continuing Education
Database. In red are evidenced the relationships
between tables. In blue are evidenced the some fea-
tures used for the content-based algorithm described
in Section 3.4.

2.2 Network analysis
To better understand the properties of the database, we in-
vestigated the users’ network, that is the projection of the
users/courses matrix on the users space (i.e., the product of
the users/courses matrix and its transposed). The analysis
of the network was performed using Gephi [16]. Only the
users that attended more than one course were considered
(see Fig. 3). For the analysis of the courses network, see
Fig. 5 in Appendix. The top figure is colored according to
the nodes degree (going from blue to red). Many nodes (i.e.,
users) have a low degree reflecting the fact that many users
attended only a limited number of courses. The bottom fig-
ure is colored according to the ”Modularity“ of the network.
This quantity expresses the dense internal connections be-
tween nodes in a module compared to the sparse connections
between different modules. Each module represents a differ-
ent course category.

3. METHODS
A recommender system is a tool which is able to present in-
formation (i.e., to recommend) on items (in our case courses
to be attended) that are likely to be of interest to the users.
The two basic entities which appear in any recommender sys-
tem are the ”user“ and the ”item“ (in our case the ”attended
course“). A user is a person who utilizes the recommender
system providing his ”opinion“ about various items and re-
ceives recommendations about new items from the system.
A typical known example is given by Amazon.com which lists
suggestions while a user is browsing books, CDs, DVDs or
other items. The input to a recommender system depends
on the type of the algorithm employed. Various algorithms
will be discussed in subsequent sections. Generally, the in-
put belongs to one of the following categories:

1. Ratings, which express the opinion of users on items.
Ratings are normally provided by the user and follow
a specified numerical scale.

2. Demographic data, which refer to information such as
the age, the gender, and the education of the users.



Figure 3: Users network. Top: Nodes are colored
according to their Degree Centrality (i.e., the num-
ber of connections). The color scale goes from blue
(lowest degree) to red (highest degree). Bottom:
Nodes are colored according to their Modularity
Class. From the figure it is evident the presence of
communities of users quantified by the ”Modularity“
of the network.

This kind of data is usually difficult to obtain. It is
normally collected explicitly from the user.

3. Content data, which are based on a textual analysis of
documents related to the items rated by the user. The
features extracted by this analysis are used as input to
the filtering algorithm in order to infer a user profile.

In our case, the users and the courses of the database are
represented as the rows (i) and columns (j) of a matrix (A)

(as described in section 2 and Fig. 2):

Ai,j =

{
1, if the course j was attended by the user i

0. otherwise

(1)

Once the data are collected into the matrix, one aims to
predict, based on the already attended courses, the not-yet-
attended courses that can be relevat for a particular user.
In the following the words objects and courses are used as
synonymes as well as the words ratings and attended courses.

3.1 G-Rank
G-Rank is a global ranking scheme. Objects are ranked
according their popularity (number of votes). Unlike the
methods described in the following, G-Rank takes not into
account users personality, since it generates the same rec-
ommendation list for every user participating in the system.
The ranking list is given by sorting the objects according
their popularity in descending order.

3.2 Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering method uses the ratings of other users
in the system to predict the rating of an object α for a par-
ticularly user i. It can produce personal recommendations
by computing the similarity between the preference of one
user and the one of other people. Only items that are most
liked by similar users are recommended to the user. The
method is based on user-user linear correlations as a simi-
larity measure [17] :

v′jβ = vj +

N∑
i=1

Sji(viβ − vi) (2)

where v′jβ is the predicted vote and S is a similarity matrix.
The choice of S is the crucial issue of collaborative filter-
ing. Collaborative filtering systems depend, in fact, on the
overlap in ratings across users and have difficulty when the
space of ratings is sparse. Collaborative recommenders work
best for a user who fits into a niche with many neighbors of
similar taste. The technique does not work well for the so
called ”gray sheep“ [8], who fall on a border between exist-
ing cliques of users. On the other side collaborative filtering
techniques are adaptive: the quality improves over time.
One of the most commonly used similarity measurements is
the Pearson correlation [18]:

Cij =

∑
α(viα − vi)(vjα − vj)√∑

α(viα − vi)2
√∑

α(vjα − vj)2
(3)

3.3 B-Rank
B-Rank [19] is based on a random walk model with given
initial conditions χ(i), taking place on a hypergraph G. A
transition matrix P is associated with the hypergraph G.
Pαβ ∈ P denotes the transition probability from object α to
object β. χ(i) is a normalized column vector, representing
user i’s preference, i.e., the collection of already voted ob-
jects: χ(i)β = 1/

∑
α sign(vαi), where sign(x) = 1 if x > 0,



and 0 otherwise. In the hypergraph framework, each user i
is modeled as a hyperedge and each object α is a hypergraph
vertex. The transition matrix P of G is defined like:

Pαβ = (1− δαβ)
1

kα

∑
i

wihαihiβ . (4)

Where kα =
∑
β 6=α

∑
i wihαihiβ , δαβ is the Kronecker Delta

and wi is the associated weight to hyperedge i. In matrix
formulation P reads as P = D−1A with the symmetric ad-
jacency matrix A = HWHT − T . D is a diagonal matrix
containing the row sums of A, dα =

∑
β Aαβ . H is the in-

cidence matrix and HT its transposed. W is the diagonal
hyperedge weight matrix and T is the diagonal vertex degree
matrix with Tα = δαβ

∑
i wihiαhiβ . P is a row stochastic

matrix with zero diagonal by construction.

B-Rank calculates user i’s recommendation list f(i) as fol-
lows:

1. Forward propagation: fF(i) = PTχ(i)

2. Backward propagation: fB(i) = Pχ(i)

3. Final ranking: f(i) = fF(i)#f
B
(i), where # denotes the

element-wise multiplication of two vectors.

4. Set already voted objects to zero.

5. Sort f(i) in descending order.

6. Select top-N items of the sorted list f(i)

To highlight various aspects of B-Rank, a toy network Fig. 4
is introduced. For simplicity all links between objects and
users are equally weighted wi = 1 ∀i.

Figure 4: Toy net to illustrate B-Rank. Circles rep-
resent hyperedges (i.e., users), squares are hyper-
vertices (i.e., courses). The attended courses are
illustrated as links between courses and users.

Intuitively, two courses α and β are similar to each other
when they share many users - i.e., they have many hyper-
edges in common. Let us assume α and β share many users
and user i attended α but did not attend β yet. Then it
is reasonable to recommend β to user i. Such a recommen-
dation strategy clearly favours “blockbusters”, objects at-
tended by almost every user in the community (e.g., courses
1 and 3 in the toy network Fig. 4. Now we look at course 5

in the toy network: this course is exclusively voted by user
4. Moreover, 4 and 5 share only user 4 and course 4 was not
attended by many other users. In this sense, courses 4 and
5 have an exclusive audience in common. It is reasonable to
mark these courses as very similar and to recommend one
of them to users who have not attended both. The out-
standing property of B-Rank is to generate predictions with
high precision and high diversity at the same time. It over-
comes therefore some of the most important problems along
traditional recommendation systems (diversity and overspe-
cialization). B-Rank needs no parameter tuning in its ba-
sic version. However, it is possible to push the algorithm
more in direction “diversity“ (high backward propagation)
or ”popularity“ (high forward propagation), depending on
the user base. A limitation of B-rank is that it is not useful
when new courses (i.e., courses never attended by any user)
are introduced. This issue often happens in an educational
database: every semester new courses are introduced and
old courses are discarded.

3.4 Content-based
In content-based recommendation systems, items are char-
acterised by a set of predefined features. A course for exam-
ple, could be characterised by its title, duration, price, etc
(see Tab. 3). Content-based filtering techniques are limited
by the features of the items that are recommended by the
system. When a feature is not associated with an item, the
recommender system cannot use it in the recommendation
process. Suppose that the course ”Object Oriented Pro-
gramming“ is not labelled with ”Informatics“, a user inter-
ested in informatics might not get this course recommended.
It thus is important to have a sufficient set of features. An-
other issue with content-based recommender systems is that
they only recommend items that have a high similarity score
with respect to the user’s profile. This implies that only
items that are similar to items that were rated in the past
get recommended. This issue is known as overspecialization
and implies that users will not receive serendipitous recom-
mendations [20]. This problem is solved by using the B-rank
algorithm.

Feature Type Description
IdDidattico int Course Id
IdAnnoAccademico int Id Academic Year (e.g., 2012)
IdDidaCategoria int Course Category (e.g., Mathematics)
IdIstituro int Id Institution (e.g., Engineering)
Prezzo float Course Price (e.g., CHF 350.-)
Durata int Course Duration (e.g., 3 months)
IdTema int Topic
IdColoreEsame int Type of Examination
IdColoreProgetto int Type of Project
HasProgetto bool Course with intermediate Project
HasEsame bool Course with Final Examination
CountCreditiEsame float ECTS points for the Examination
CountCreditiProgetto float ECTS points for the Project
Didattico string Course Title

Table 3: Features’ list used in the content-based rec-
ommender with their description.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Recommender System Evaluation
The primary goal of a recommender system is to provide per-
sonalized recommendations in order to improve users’ sat-
isfaction. As more and more recommendation techniques



are proposed, researchers are facing the problem of how to
estimate the value of the recommendations. Evaluating rec-
ommender systems is difficult for several reasons. Firstly,
different algorithms may perform better or worse on dif-
ferent data sets (differing in the number of users or items,
the rating density, the rating scale, and other properties
of the data set). Secondly, the goals for which an evalua-
tion is performed may differ. In many applications recom-
mender system are not only used to anticipate the user’s
tastes and preferences, but also to discover new items, to
rapidly explore diverse items, to preserve the privacy, in the
fast response of the system, and many other properties. To
properly evaluate a recommender system, it is important to
understand the goal and tasks for which it is being used.
Therefore our aim is the identification of the set of prop-
erties that may influence the success of our recommender
system in the context of a specific application. Eventually
we can evaluate how our recommender performs on these rel-
evant properties. According to Shani and Gunawardana [21]
three levels of evaluation that can be conducted to evaluate
a recommender system:

• Offline evaluation: are the easiest experiment. In
an offline evaluation, no actual users are involved and
an existing data set is used. Using this data set we can
try to simulate the behavior of the users that interact
with a recommendation system.

• User studies: consist in asking a small group of sub-
jects to perform tasks and report on their experience.
These studies are subject to biases.

• Online evaluation: closest to reality. A pool of real
users, usually unaware of the experiment are used.

This paper focuses only on the offline evaluation. In an of-
fline evaluation, no actual users are involved and an existing
data set is used. Using this data set we can try to simulate
the behavior of the users that interact with a recommenda-
tion system. The data set is split in a test and a training
set. Using the ratings in the training set the recommenda-
tion algorithm tries to predict the ratings in the test set,
which can then be compared to the actual ratings in the
test set. The results can be analyzed using several metrics,
Offline evaluations have the advantages that they are quick,
economical, and easy to conduct on a large amount of data,
several data sets, and with multiple algorithms. No interac-
tion with real users is required, thus allowing one to compare
a wide range of algorithms at a low cost. Offline evaluation,
however, allows only the evaluation of predictions for items
that were actually rated by the user. In this sense the poten-
tial sparsity of the data set limits the set of items that can
be evaluated. Moreover offline evaluations cannot measure
the ”true“ user satisfaction. In this respect, a user study is
at the moment conducted by the SUPSI and will be pub-
lished in a fortcoming paper.
In top-N recommendation, the system outputs a list of N
items that the user is expected to find interesting. The main
focus in evaluating such systems is determining the value of
that list, meaning that we want to find out whether the user
would be interested in attending some or all the courses in-
cluded in that top-N list. For that purpose, the following
evaluation metrics were considered:

• Recall
Recall for user i is defined as the number of recovered
items di in the top N places of the recommendation
list, divided by the number of items Di in the test set
for that user, thus PRi = di(N)/Di. Averaging over
all users gives the final score for recall PR.

• Precision
Precision measures the number of recovered items in
the top N places divided by the length of the recom-
mendation list N . For user i we have PPi = di(N)/N .
The overall precision PP is obtained by averaging over
all PPi.

• F1
IncreasingN usually increases recall and decreases pre-
cision at the same time. To balance out these effects,
it is common to use the F1 metric, the geometrical
mean of recall and precision: F1 = (2 ∗ PR ∗ PP ) =
(PR+ PP ).

• Diversity
Diveristy measures the diversity in the top N places
of two different recommendation lists: hij(N) = 1 −
(qij(N)/N), where qij(N) denotes the number of com-
mon items in the top N places of lists i and j. hij = 1
means there are no common items in the two lists,
whereas hij = 0 means complete match. Averaging
over all hij(N) gives the population personalization
level h(N).

4.2 Recommender systems results
To test the algorithms the data were divided into two disjoint
sets, a training set and a test set. The training set is used
to predict not-yet-attended courses contained in the test set.
Each calculation was performed with a fixed ratio between
the training and the test set and repeated 10 times. Final
scores were obtained by averaging over all results. Results
are reported in Tab. 4. Only users that attended at least two
courses were considered (otherwise the split would result in
an empty test set). This means 5095 out of 10738 users
(47.45%). For those users that attended only two courses
the split was done putting one item in the training set and
one in the test set.

G-Rank Collab. Filt. B-Rank
recall 0.103 0.067 0.717
precision 0.010 0.005 0.009
F1 0.018 0.036 0.182
diversity 0.049 0.067 0.976

Table 4: Algorithms performance. The length of the
recommendation list is N=20 and the ratio train-
ing/test set is 80%/20%. The paramenter α of the
B-rank is 0.7.

The results reported in Tab. 4 show that Collaborative Fil-
tering does not perform well on the SUPSI Continuing Ed-
ucation Database. A possible explaination is the follow-
ing: the success of collaborative based systems is highly
dependent on a critical overlap between users. For exam-
ple, there may be many courses that have been attended



Technique Pluses Minuses

Collab. Filtering 1. adaptive 1. sparsity
2. can identify cross-genre niches 2. new user/item problem
3. does not need content 3. ”gray sheep“ problem

Content-based 1. adaptive 1. number of features available
2. recommends items not yet rated 2. new user/item problem

B-Rank 1. serendipity 1. cannot recommend items not yet rated
2. high diversity

Table 5: Advantages and disadvantages of the employed recommendation algorithms.

by only few people and these courses will be recommended
very rarely. This is exactly our case: many courses were
attended by a very small number of persons. Moreover, re-
searchers observed ”taste groups” in many real recommender
systems. Such groups cluster users in a particular way (see
also Fig. 3). Users in different groups have very weak ties
or even no overlap resulting in very poor statistics. On the
other hand network-based methods [13, 22] (see Tab. 4) per-
form good in terms of metrics like recall and diversity but
they are not able to take into account new courses (i.e.,
courses that were never attend in the past). To combine the
strengths of the algorithms (see Tab. 5) we decided to build
a hybrid system by combining B-rank able to give serendipi-
tous recommendations with a content-based method able to
detect the similarity between courses.

4.3 Hybrid recommender system
Hybrid methods usually combine collaborative filtering tech-
niques with content-based filtering. Such methods are used
in order to benefit from both approaches while at the same
time minimize their disadvantages. The proposed hybrid
recommender system combines content-based and B-rank.
Our aim is to help users to find courses matching their pro-
files and interests. We have to stress out that the SUPSI
database is evolving in time: every semester the number
of available courses changes and moreover new courses are
added. Our recommeder must be able to propose only avail-
able courses (hereafter named ”current“). The procedure is
as follows:

1. We use the content-based algorithm to calculate the
similarity between all courses.

2. Given the list of attended courses for each user we
use the similarity matrix to predict the courses most
similar to those attended in the past. We take care that
the proposed courses belong to the current group. If
this is not the case, we substitute the predicted course
with the current course most similar to it.

3. We calculate the similarity between the strings of the
course titles and store it in a matrix

4. For each user we evaluate B-rank and we give a pre-
diction list. If one or more items in the list are not
in the ”current“ group, we substitute it/them with the
most similar current course calculated as in point 3.

5. We mix the two algorithms giving a list of 20 items
with 70% content-based and 30% B-rank with α = 0.3
to promote serendipitous recommendations (we push

the algorithm in the direction of diversity). We do
not use a higher percentage of B-rank because of its
intrinsic limitations regarding the recommendation of
new courses (see also Section 3).

6. For those users that attended only one course we give
only content-based recommendations.

The results obtained with the hybrid recommeder system are
reported in Tab. 6. In this offline test phase we considered
only those user that attended two courses or more. In this
case one course belong to the training set and one to the
test set.

B-rank Cont. Based Hybrid
recall 0.711 0.166 0.714
precision 0.102 0.019 0.097
F1 0.179 0.035 0.170
diversity 0.981 0.984 0.978

Table 6: B-Rank, content-based, and hybrid algo-
rithm performance. The length of the recommenda-
tion list is N=20 and the ratio training/test set is
80%/20%. The paramenter α of the B-rank is 0.3.
In the hydrid algorithm the ratio content-based/B-
rank is 0.7.

As you can see from Tab. 6 the combination of the content-
based algorithm (70%) and B-rank with a low α (30%) does
not increase the signal/noise ration. The use of the content-
based algorithm is necessary for the future online experiment
because of the intrinsic limitations of B-rank. On the other
hand content-based recommenders rely on the concept of
similarity between the attended courses (or bought/searched
items) and all the courses stored in the database. In particu-
lar, the content-based approach suffers from over-specialization.
When the system can only recommend items that score
highly against a user’s profile, the user is limited to being
recommended items similar to those already rated. Even
a ”perfect“ content-based technique would never find any-
thing surprising, limiting the range of applications for which
it would be useful. This shortcoming is called serendipity
problem.
It is useful to make a clear distinction between novelty and
serendipity. As explained by Herlocker [23], novelty occurs
when the system suggests to the user an unknown item that
she/he might have autonomously discovered. A serendipi-
tous recommendation helps the user to find a surprisingly
interesting item that she/he might not have otherwise dis-
covered.
To give an example related to our particular case, a person



with no experience in informatics would never receive a rec-
ommendation for an informatic course that can be anyway
relevant for her/his studies. In other words, over-specialized
systems can prevent serendipitous discoveries to happen, ac-
cording to Gup’s theory [24].
Our aim is to try to feed the user also with recommenda-
tions that could possibly be serendipitous. In this sense, the
introduction of B-rank with a low α helped us to reach this
goal.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The study presented in this paper is an offline evaluation of a
hybrid recommender system, applied to the SUPSI Contin-
uing Education Database, which combines the outstanding
properties of B-Rank (diversity and serendipity) with those
of a content-based algorithm.
The combination of the two algorithms performs good in
terms of standard metrics like recall, precision, F1, and di-
versity. The B-Rank algorithm proved its effectiveness on
the SUPSI Continuing Education Database which is very
sparse ( 10−4), because it does not rely on user-user overlap.
On the other hand B-Rank cannot recommend new courses.
The ability to recommend new courses is crucial for educa-
tional databases where every semester/year updated courses
substitute the old one and new courses are added. This task
is accomplished by the content-based algorithm.
At the moment a User Study is conducted by the SUPSI on
a set of real user. These users constitutes a representative
set of different thematic areas and different attending fre-
quency. After that we plan to perform an online evaluation.
Once the recommeder system has proved its effectiveness, it
can become for the SUPSI a standard instrument to be con-
sidered for those services where the choice between a huge
number of element is crucial.
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APPENDIX
Network analysis

Figure 5: Courses network. Top: Nodes are col-
ored according to their Degree Centrality (i.e., the
number of connections). The color scale goes from
blue (lowest degree) to red (highest degree). Bot-
tom: Nodes are colored according to their Modular-
ity Class. From the figure it is evident the presence
of communities of courses quantified by the ”Modu-
larity“ of the network. This quantity expresses the
dense internal connections between nodes in a mod-
ule compared to the sparse connections between dif-
ferent modules.


